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High Speed Inspection 
with SMAC Measurement 

Control Center.  

12 Month  
Product  

Warranty* 

 100% critical dimension 

measurement on the shop 

floor 

 High speed 

 High precision 

 Programmable force 

measurement 

 Patented Soft-Land 

 Easy-to-use GUI 

 Variable data acquisition 

readily available 

 Total cost starting at less 

than $750 
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Includes Easy-to-Use GUI 
for a simple setup 

http://www.youtube.com/user/SMACHQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hGPXAATpTA


 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 
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Regional Distributor   

Why Use SMAC Measurement? 

GAGE CORELLATION - SMAC MEASUREMENTS CAN EASILY BE  
CORRELATED TO BE MANUAL GAGE METHODS 

 High speed and precise inspection of critical parts such as: 

 Automotive: air bag and seating restraint safety devices, door                                                          

handles and locks, fuel injection, anti-lock braking, emissions, engine and transmission 

components, electrical components. 

 Medical: assembly of medical devices and materials. 

 Aerospace: engine, electrical and other components.  

 Consumer goods:  buttons/ switches, appliances, phones, batteries. 

 Glass: electronics and automotive, thickness, curvature, placement. 

 

 Allows user to inspect 100% of the manufactured parts at production speeds. 

 Data Acquisition: Variable data output available for 100% traceability of 

inspections made. 

 Soft-Land ability prevents damage or witness marks on delicate parts. 

 Programmable and repeatable force ensures measurement repeatability. 

 Unlike cameras and lasers, SMAC actuators are not affected by lighting, oil, mist, 

smoke, dust, or other atmospheric disturbances. 

 Allows for automated inspection of: 

        - Height and length gaging 

        - Plug gaging of bores 

        - I.D. and O.D. gaging 

        - Groove diameter, width, depth & location measurement 

 Provides real-time data capture and feedback of measurement data. 

Soft-Land Protects  
Delicate/ Critical Surfaces 

Real-time Feedback 

Graphical User Interface for 
a simple and quick setup. 

* One-time repair of any actuator which 
should fail to operate properly within a 
period of twelve months from the original 
date of shipment from SMAC factory. 


